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Abstract
Responsible integration of deep neural networks
into the design of trustworthy systems requires the
ability to explain decisions made by these models.
Explainability and transparency are critical for
system analysis, certification, and human-machine
teaming. We have recently demonstrated that neural
stochastic differential equations (SDEs) present an
explanation-friendly DNN architecture. In this
paper, we present ExplainIt, an online tool for
explaining AI decisions that uses neural SDEs to
create visually sharper and more robust attributions
than traditional residual neural networks. Our tool
shows that the injection of noise in every layer of a
residual network often leads to less noisy and less
fragile integrated gradient attributions. The discrete
neural stochastic differential equation model is
trained on the ImageNet data set with a million
images, and the demonstration produces robust
attributions on images in the ImageNet validation
library and on a variety of images in the wild.
Our online tool is hosted publicly for educational
purposes.

1

Introduction

Artificial intelligence (AI), in particular deep neural networks
(DNNs), have exceeded human-level performance in many
applications such as computer vision and automatic control
which form the integral components of many systems of
social importance. Despite these successes, a key barrier
to societal acceptance and wider adoption of DNNs is a
lack of widely acceptable explanation methods that are
robust, intuitive, and can explain their decisions to endusers. In this paper, we present ExplainIt!, an online
tool for computing attributions of a neural network that can
perform object recognition on images containing one of the
1,000 classes in the ImageNet dataset. The goal of the
tool is to demonstrate that discrete approximations of neural
SDEs lead to more robust and visually sharper explanations
than traditional residual networks; this should encourage the
exploration of neural SDEs for other domains that require
robust explanations.
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Figure 1: Integrated gradients explanations of images in the wild
(left) using ResNet-50 (middle) and discrete approximation of Neural
SDEs (right) from the ExplainIt! online tool.

2

Related Work

A lot of emphasis has been placed on developing new
explanation methods for neural networks that either create
a complete logical explanation or identify the features in
an input that are crucial for the outcome of the neural
network [Lundberg and Lee, 2017; Sundararajan et al., 2017;
Li and Yu, 2015; Yi et al., 2016; Jha et al., 2017; Jha et al.,
2019b]. The gradients of the neural network predictions with
respect to the inputs and the model parameters, as well as
mathematical constructs obtained from these gradients such
as integrated gradients and Hessians, have been used to create
approaches for building attribution algorithms [Sundararajan
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et al., 2017]. These attributions have been shown to be
susceptible to input perturbations [Ghorbani et al., 2019], and
this lack of robustness of attributions remains a challenge.
The literature on explaining AI decisions has a rich
history [Simmons, 1988; Hammond, 1990; Swartout, 1983;
Lane et al., 2005; Core et al., 2006]. Early methods on
explaining AI decisions focused on planning problems, rulebased and expert systems. These foundational methods form
the basis of many of the modern approaches being applied to
deep neural networks. However, the need to explain decisions
has now become more acute as neural networks have become
huge in size and are being deployed in safety-critical settings.

3

Approach

Our goal is not to create yet another new explanation method
for neural networks. Instead, we are investigating DNN
architectures that produce more robust explanation across
different attribution methods [Jha et al., 2021; Jha et al., 2022].
As shown in Fig. 2, our approach is based on injecting noise in
every layer of the residual network as a discrete approximation
to a neural stochastic differential equation (neural SDEs).

In particular, X(0) denotes the input to the neural network
in this notation and the final output of the residual neural
network with depth T is denoted by X(T ) in this framework.
The notation W (i) is used to describe the weights associated
with the ith residual layer in the residual neural network.
The discrete model can then be generalized to a continuous
model by taking suitable limits. The evolution of the residual
neural network can be described by the following ordinary
differential equation (ODE):
dX(t)
= G(X(t), W (t))
dt

(2)

(t))
Here, G(X(t), W (t)) = limδt→0 R(X(t),W
and X(0) is
δt
the input to the neural network.
The residual network can naturally be extended to a
stochastic residual network by adding a noise term N (i):

X(i + 1) = X(i) + R(X(i), W (i)) + N (i)

In such a stochastic network, a noise N (i) is inserted into the
internal representation of every layer of the neural network.
A stochastic differential equation [Wang et al., 2019; Liu
et al., 2018; Liu et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2019] describes the
dynamics of a continuous generalization of such stochastic
residual neural networks:
dX(t) = G(X(t), W (t)) dt + σ(X(t), t) dB(t)

Figure 2: Our approach inserts noise in every layer of the neural
network and this leads to more robust as well as visually sharper
attributions. The approach is based on our earlier work [Jha et al.,
2021].

The following equation describes the elementary building
block [He et al., 2016] of a residual neural network (ResNet)
with the residual mapping R(X(i), W (i)):
X(i + 1) = X(i) + R(X(i), W (i))

(1)

Here, the input internal representation to the ith residual
network building block is described by the notation X(i).
Similarly, X(i+1) describes the corresponding output internal
representation that then serves as an input feeding into the next
building block of the residual network.
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(3)

(4)

Here, the noise inserted into the internal representation
at every layer is mathematically described by multiplying
a Brownian motion term B(t) with a suitable diffusion
coefficient σ(X(t), t):
The addition of a small amount of noise into the
internal representation of neural networks leads to smoother
attributions for neural networks, as shown in our earlier
work [Jha et al., 2021]. Besides visual sharpness, we measure
the robustness of the attributions by computing the change
in attributions as the input is perturbed in a relatively small
hypersphere of a fixed radius [Yeh et al., 2019].
As shown in Table 1, neural SDEs produce robust
explanations with lower sensitivity metrics [Yeh et al., 2019]
than those produced by the standard ResNet-50 model. Our
work builds on prior work on the dynamical systems models
of DNNs, such as neural ODEs and neural SDEs which have
been investigated over the last few years [Chen et al., 2015;
Sonoda and Murata, 2017; Weinan, 2017; Lu et al., 2018].
Stochastic variants of residual neural networks have also
been described using neural SDEs [Wang et al., 2019;
Liu et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2019].

Attribution Approach
Saliency
Integrated Gradients
DeepLIFT
DeepSHAP

Sensitivity
ResNet-50 Neural SDE
0.5952
0.5788
0.7498
0.3566

0.5510
0.4498
0.6134
0.3230

Table 1: Neural SDE produces higher robustness than the ResNet-50
on the ImageNet benchmark from [Jha et al., 2021].
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Figure 3: The interface of our tool ExplainIt! for attribution
analysis of images using ResNet-50 and Neural SDE models.

4

Overview of the Online ExplainIt! Tool

We present a brief overview of the design and
tool hosted at
interface of the ExplainIt!
https://explainit.sumitkumarjha.com

4.1

Figure 4: Integrated Gradient attributions for images from the
ImageNet validation library. Images from the left to the right are
inputs, ResNet-50 attributions, and discrete neural SDE attributions.

4.3

Demonstration

Design & Tool Architecture

The publicly available interface of our tool (see Figure 3) has
the option to select one of the images from the image gallery
at the bottom of the page or upload a new image representing
an object from one of the 1,000 ImageNet classes as a JPEG
file. The uploaded input image can be a 3-channel image of
any size. If an image is selected from the gallery, the user
needs to press the “execute” button. If an image is uploaded
by the user, it automatically triggers the attribution analysis of
the image. The integrated gradient attributions of the image
using a ResNet-50 model and the neural SDE approach are
produced in less than a minute. Further technical details of
our approach are presented in [Jha et al., 2021].

The ExplainIt! tool is based on an HTML/CSS front-end
hosted at https://explainit.sumitkumarjha.com that is built
using a third-party Anvil open-source cloud engine. The frontend communicates the input image to a system with 8 80GB
A100 GPUs, 256 3.3GHz cores and 2.2TB RAM that performs
attribution analysis using both ResNet-50 and the Neural SDE
models [Jha et al., 2021]. While our approach can use any
attribution method, the tool demo currently uses Integrated
Gradient [Sundararajan et al., 2017] as the attribution method.
The generated explanations are returned to the front-end
website for display to the end-user.

4.2

The ExplainIt! online tool allows a variety of users with
different levels of AI expertise to perform attribution analysis
of images using standard ResNet-50 and Neural SDE models
without the need to access specialized hardware. Access to
this online tool will raise awareness among AI users about
the need to create models with more robust explanations.
Better attributions can lead to the design of more precise
confidence metrics [Jha et al., 2019a], efficient automated
synthesis [Jha and Raman, 2016], and explanation methods
for continuous models [Cramer et al., 2022]. Future versions
of the ExplainIt! tool will include a choice of multiple
attribution approaches.

Demonstration Interface

The screenshot of the demo is shown in Fig. 3. The user
interface shown receives the input image from the user and
displays the integrated gradient attributions from the ResNet50 and discrete approximations of neural SDE models.
Data from the Wild
Our online tool performs well on images obtained in the wild.
A small set of four images, their attributions computed by
ResNet-50, and attributions of neural SDEs are shown in
Figure 1. The tool allows users to upload additional images in
the wild and observe the explanations.
ImageNet Validation Data Set
The image gallery in the online tool consists of images from
the ImageNet data set. The images in the gallery were chosen
to include scenarios where the predictions by the Neural SDE
approach or the ResNet-50 approach are not accurate. In
general, neural SDEs and their discrete approximations may
produce lower test accuracy than ResNets but produce higher
robustness in their attributions.
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5

Conclusions
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